____________________
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distance 3-and direct the verdict for the
defendant-appellee. In giving its reasons for directing the verdict, the trial
court stated:
"The Court has found long ago that
most people's estimate[s] of distances
and time are something that just do
not mean anything. I have had people
come in here and testify that they
stopped and were waiting at the light
three minutes when I think about the
longest cycle of light in the District is
about 55 seconds. And the distance
between 100 feet and 200 feet, they
haven't any more idea of that than
flying to the moon when they' estimate."
The trial court further stated: "Nor
mal people just simply can't judge dis
tances and judge times in that fashion."
I assume that includes judges. At least
the normal people here were on the
scene of this accident. They provide the
best evidence available as to what took
place. And under our law it is the func
tion of the jury to judge their credibili
ty.
I respectfully dissent.

0
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discount prices for eyeglasses without
having taken survey of comparative
prices. The Court of Appeals, Bazelon,
Chief Judge, held that evidence supported findings of Federal Trade Commis
sion that retailer of eyeglasses engaged
in false advertising by means of "bait
and switch" maneuver, engaged in de
ceptive credit practices, and that repre
sentations of easy credit were mislead
ing because of retailer's rigorous collec
tion policy.
Enforced.
Robb, Circuit Judge, concurred in
part and dissente~ in part and ,filed
opinion.
L Trade Regulation ~800

Evidence supported findings of Fed
eral Trade Commis.sion that retailer of
eyeglasses engaged in false advertising
by means of "bait and switch" maneu
ver, engaged in deceptive credit prac
tices and that representations of easy
credit were misleading because of retail
er's rigorous collection policy.
2, Trade Regulation ~798

For purpose of determining whether
retailer of eyeglasses engaged in false
advertising of discount prices, Federal
Trade Commission properly relied on ex
pert testimony of prevailing prices.
3. Evidence ~543(4)

Leon A. TASHOF, Petitioner,
v.,
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION,
Respondent.

, No. 22702.
United States Court of Appeals,
District of Columbia Circuit.
Argued Dec.- 9, 1969.
Decided Dec. 24, 1970.
Petition for review of order of the
Federal Trade Commission directing re
tailer to disclose certain credit informa
tion and forbidding retailer to advertise
3. In this connection it is interesting that
the only witnesses ·who testified on the

Optometrist who had practiced op
tometry in District of Columbia for 18
years and who was president of board of
examiners of optometry and vice presi
dent of optometric society was qualified
to testify about prevailing prices for
eyeglasses for purpose of determining
whether retailer engaged in false adver
tising of discount prices.
4. Trade Regulation ~808

Federal Trade Commission properly
allowed only $5 for retailer's actual cost
of eye examination in determining price
of eyeglasses for purpose of determining
whether retailer engaged in false adver
tising of discount prices, particularly
issues of time and distance were appellee
and the investigating officer.
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where retailer offered "free" eye exami
nations.
5. Trade Regulation e=,794

Federal Trade Commission com
plaint against retailer of eyeglasses
charging false representation· of easy
credit fairly apprised retafier of charge
that its easy credit representations
might be found misleading on basis of
its rigorous collection policy.
6. Trade Regulation e=>812

Federal Trade Commission, having
found that retailer of eyeglasses made
false representations of easy credit, had
power to order retailer to disclose, both
orally and in writing, factors relating to
credit charges in its installment con~
tracts, as against retailer's contention
that enactment of Truth in Lending Act
disclosed that -Commission had thereto
fore lacked power to order affirmative
disclosures of credit information and set
the bounds of an affirmative disclosure
order. Truth in Lending Act, § 101 et
seq., 15 u.s.c..A. § 1601 et seq.
7. Trade Regulation

e=s12

Power of Federal Trade Commis
sion to order affirmative disclosure of
credit information permits Commission
to reach statements that are deceptive
because they contain less than the whole
truth.
8. Trade Regulation

e=s12

Federal Trade Commission order di
recting retailer to disclose certain credit
information orally and as to all transac
tions was. reasonably related to the find
ing that many of the retailer's custom
ers were unsophisticated consumers who
would not benefit from written disclo
sure alone, and had low incomes, and
fact that Truth in Lending Act had no
such requirement, and exempted sales
involving minimal dollar charges, did
not invalidate that portion of order.
Truth in Lending Act, §§ 101 et seq.,
128(a) (7), 15 U.S.C.A. §§ 1601 et seq.,
1638(a) (7).

its credit terms orally would not be dis
turbed on theory that in a later suit for
civil penalties retailer would not be able
to defend against charge that it failed to
disclose all the credit information orally
inasmuch as Commission could be con
sulted before penalty action and Com
mission would have burden of proof in a
compliance action at which retailer could
show that it had not violated order by
evidence of continuing policy of oral dis
closure and/or by bringing forward
salesman who had handled the complain
ing customers. Truth in Lending Act, §
101 et seq., 15 U.S.C.A. § 1601 et seq.
10. Trade Regulation

e=s12

Federal Trade Commission order di
recting retailer of eyeglasses which had
been found to have engaged in false ad
vertising of discount prices to desist
from representing that it sold any arti
cle of merchandise at discount price
without first taking a statistically sig
nificant survey showing that the pre
vailing price was substantially above re
tailer's was reasonably calculated to pre
clude revival of the illegal practices.
Federal Trade Commission Act, § 5 (l),
15 U.S.C.A. § 45(l).
11, Trade Regulation e=>Sll

Where a businessman has wrought
a wrong on the public, he may be held to
a reasonable business procedure that will
prevent repetition of that wrong, and in
view of his past record he will not be
permitted to object that his own ap
proaches might also avoid this wrong in
the future, perhaps by happenstance and
perhaps only on occasion.
12. Trade Regulation e=s12

Federal Trade Commission order
forbidding retailer found to have falsely
advertised discount prices to advertise
discount prices without first taking a
survey of comparative prices was not
unduly . burdensome or onerous on its
face. Federal Trade Commission Act, §
5(b, c), 15 U.S.C.A. § 45(b, c).

9. Trade Regulation e=>812

Federal Trade Commission order di
recting retailer of eyeglasses to disclose

Mr. David J. McKean; Washington, D.
C., with whom Mr. Thomas J. Whitehead,
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Washington, D. C., was on the brief, for
petitioner.
Mr. Alvin .L. Bermiin, Atty, Federal
Trade Commission, fot respondent.
111:
Before BAZELON11 Chief Judge, and
LEVENTHAL and ROBB, Circuit
Judges.
BAZE LON, Chief Judge:
Appellant Leon A. Tashof is engaged
in the retail trade as New York Jewelry
Co. (NYJC). His store is located in an
area that serves low-income consumers,1
many of whom hold low-paying jobs, and
have no bank or charge accounts. 2
About 85 percent of!NYJC's sales are
made on credit. The Commission found,
after a Hearing Examiner had dismissed
the charges as unsubstantiated, that
NYJC falsely advertised the availability
of discount eyeglasses, and misrepresen
ted its prices and1 credit practices.
NYJC claims that the evidence is insuf
ficient to support the Commission's
findings, and that in r,ny event the find
ings do not justify the order entered
against it. We affirm the findings, and
enforce the order.
'

[1]

I. The Findings
The Commission's findings fall

into four categories: I (A) those with re

spect to false advertiking of eyeglasses;
(B) those with respect to false advertis
ing of discount prices; (C) those with
respect to misrepresenting credit
I • The Commission made this finding on the
basis of expert testiiriqny. See C~mmis
1
sion Opinion at 3. ~ ee generally FTC
Economic Report on Instanb~nt Credit
nnd Retail Sales Pra tices of :J::iistrict of
Columbia Retailers ;-5 (1968) .; .FTC
Report on District of olumbia, Consumer
Protectioii Program (i~). ·

2. See Appendix A to Commission Opinion
(profiles of NYJC's customers).
3. "Bait and switch" !describes an oi'fer
order to sell the
which is made not
advertised product at the advertised price,
but rather to draw a customer to the
store to sell him another similar product
which is more profitable to the advertiser.
See generally Guides Against Bait Ad·
vertising, 16 C.F.R. § 238 (1970).

itr

charges; and ( D) those with respect to
misrepresenting "easy credit."
I

A. False Advertising of Eyeglasses:
The Commission first found that NYJC
employed a "bait and switch" maneuver
with resp~ct to sales of eyeglasses.3 The
evidence showed that
NYJC advertised
.
. I
.eyeglasses "from $7.50 complete," including "lenses, frames anicase." The news
paper advertisements, ~ut not the radio
advertisements, mentioned a "moderate
examining fee." Du;ing this period,
NYJC offered free eye examinations by
a sign posted in its store, and through
cards it mailed out and :distributed on the
street.4 NYJC claimed that it offered
$7.50 eyeglasses only :.to persons with
their own prescriptio1's. But we have
no doubt that the record amply supports
the Commission's finding that the adver
tising campaign taken as a whole of
fered complete eyeglass service for $7.50.11
~

That much shows "bait." There was
no direct evidence of• "switch"-no di
rect evidence, that is, that NYJC dispar
aged or discouraged the purchase of the
$7.50 eyeglasses, or that the glasses
were unavailable on demand, or unsuited
for. their purpose. The evidence on
which the Commission .rested its finding
was a stipulation · t~at out of 1,400
pairs of eyeglasses sold each year by
NYJC, less than 10 w~~e sQld for $7.50
with or without a pre~cription.8 NYJC .
. 4. NYJC introduced evidlce that it actual
ly gave free eye exabinations on re
quest.
5. See, e. g., l\Iytinger & asselberry, Inc. v.
FTC, •112 U.S.App.D. . 210, 217, 301
, F.2d 534, 541 (1962).

6. With the permission o NYJC, the Com. mission also projected figures from the
first six months of 19 6 back to annual
figures for 1964 and 1 65. These figures
showed that no eyegla ses were sold for
less than $15. The verage price per
pair was •$41.70; only two pairs were
sold for as low as $15, and 90 per cent
of the sales were over $23.
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claims that this evidence does not sup
port the finding. We disagree.

It seems plain to us that the Commis
sion drew a permissible inference of
"switch" from the evidence of bait ad
vertising and minimal sales of the ad
vertised product. 7 At best only nine
sales-64/100 of one percent of NYJC's
eyeglass sales-were made at $7.50.
The record leaves unexplained why
NYJC's customers, presumably anxious
to purchase at as low a price as possible, .
would so consistently have bought more
expensive glasses if suitable glasses at
$7.50 were available. 8 Further, NYJC
continued to advertise the $7.50 glasses
for a year and a half despite the scarci

actually available in the store. 10 Yet the
most NYJC could produce was its sales
manager's denial that the $7.50 glasses
were disparaged. NYJC never did point
to even a single sale of the advertised
product. 11
[2] B. False Advertising of Dis
count Prices: There is no dispute that
NYJC claimed to be a discount seller of
eyeglasses. Nor is there any question
that the sales slips introduced by the
FTC were sufficient to show NYJC's ac
tual prices. NYJC's claim is that the
Commission erred in relying on expert
testimony of prevailing prices, and in
computing the prices against which
NYJC's were compared.

ty of sales, a fact which tends to support
a finding of a purpose to bring custom
[3] The Commission's staff present
ers into the store for other reascins. 9 ed the only evidence of prevailing
This evidence, we think, was sufficient prices: the testimony of Dr. Zachary
to shift the burden of coming forward . Ephraim, an optometrist. 12 Since op
to the respondent. But NYJC offered tometrists are a major retail outlet for
no evidence to negate the inference of . eyeglasses, and perform a service closely
"switch." The relevant facts are in comparable to that provided by NYJC
NYJC's possession, and it was in the examining eyes and filling prescriptions
best position to show, if it could be -Dr. Ephraim was well qualified totes
shown at all that the $7.50 glasses were tify about prevailing prices. We hold
7. See National Lead Co. v. FTC, 227 F.2d

10. Compare :\Iidwest Sewing Center, Inc.,

825, 832 (7th Cir. 1955), rev'd on other
grounds, 352 r.S. 419, 77 S.Ct. 502, 1
L,E'd.2d 438 (1957) ; cf. Giant Food Inc.
v. FTC, 116 U.S.App.D.C. 227, 322 F.
2d 977 (1963), cert. dismissed, 376 r.S.
967, 84 S.Ct. 1121, 12 L.Ed.2d 82
(1964) ; XLRB v. Clement Bro~. Co., 407
F.2d 1027, 1029 (5th Cir. 1969).

CCH Transfer Binder ,r 17,143 (Dec. 3,
1964), where the respondent introduced
evidence ·which tended to negate the in
ference of bait and switch, and the Com
mission dismissed the complaint.

8.

Cf. Note to Guides Against Bait Advertising, supra note 3:
"Sales of the advertised merchandise do
not preclude the existence of a bait
and switch scheme. It has been deter
mined that, on occasions, this is a mere
incidental byproduct of the fundamental
plan and is intended to provide an aura
of legitimacy to the overall operation.

9. The customer profiles and affidavits be
fore the Commission showed that NYJC
often used high pressure techniques to sell
its eyeglasses. On occasion, for example,
persons who accepted free eye examina
tions stated they were told they had to
purchase glasses prepared for them after
the examination, although they had not
ordered the glasses.

11. Notwithstanding the fact that the Hear

ing Examiner might. have credited the
sales manager's story, we believe the rec
ord as a whole supports the Commission's
findings, because the stipulated evidence
combined with NYJC's evident inability
to contradict its implications outweigh
the manager's ambiguous denial of the
charge. See rniversal Camera Corp. v.
NLRB, 340 U.S. 474, 487-488, 492-496,
71 S.Ct. 456, 95 L.Ed. 456 (1951) ;
l\Iannis v. FTC, 293 F.2d 774, 776 (9th
Cir. 1961).
12. Dr. Ephraim qualified as an expert be

cause he had practiced optometry in the
District for 18 years, was President of
the Board of Examiners of Optometry,
and Vice President of the District of
Columbia Optometric Society.
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that his unccntradicted testimony was a
sufficient basis for the, Commission's
findings. 13
I ,·
I

I

[4] The Commission determined the
generally prevailing prices of• eyeglasses
on the basis of Dr. Ephraim's testi
mony of the usual price :charged by
most optometrists in the, trade area. H
NYJC first claims that the :Commission
erroneously ignored the expert's state
ments that some sellers might charge
higher prices. We disagree, because Dr.
Ephraim referred only to:some •extreme
ly high prices that a relatively few sell
ers might charge. Thus the1 record as a
whole supports the Commission's finding
of generally prevailing eyeglass prices,
i.e., the prices to which NYJC's must be
compared in considering the charge that
its representations of dis~ount prices
were false. 15 NYJC's second claim con
cerns the Commission's refusal to in
clude in the prevailing price the amount
which the consumer would have had to
pay · for an eye examitiation. Since
NYJC offered "free 11 eye1 examinations,
it could be argued that no adjustment
for examinations was required. But the
Commission did make allowance for

NYJC's actual "·I•
cost
of the examination.
•'1
We cannot say Jhat this treatment was
unreasonable.16.; It is worth noting that
even if the pre~~iling: prices were com
puted as NYJd has urged, NYJC's cus
tomers still paid 'a. higher than prevail
ing price more 6ften than not.17
:
,I I :
C. Failure tq Disclose Credit Charges:
Nearly all the, i evidence ;i:egarding
NYJC's failure to .:inform its customers
fully and adequately of all credit charges
was documentary ,18 It showed . that
NYJC used .three , different contract
forms during the time in question. All
three were materially deficient in one
respect or another. ·, The first form
failed to disclose the annual percentage
charge on the unp1Hd balance, the dollar
amount of the ''credit charge, and the
cash price of tlle'item. The second form
failed to show ~ither ·a monthly or an
nual percentage interest rate. The third
form failed to reveal the total obligation,
the finance charge in dollars, and the
annual percentage•: interest rate. More
over, there was substantial evidence that
NYJC often failed even to provide all
the informati<>n' contemplated by the
contract form/• Also, the evidence re
vealed unexplained discrepancies among
I

1

1.

13. The Hearing Examiner, for no apparent

reason, failed to make findings on this
charge. With respect to the issue of
unconscionably high prices, .see section
I(D) (2), infra, ho,vever, he found, after
adjusting the prevailing price as ~'YJC
urged, that the store'!i! eyeglass prices "are
well within normally encountered limits."
This is no support for the view that
NYJC sold at discount prices.
14. Dr. Ephraim based his ·testimony on
the prices that members of the Optometric
Society would charge. This group includ
ed some 52 percent of the practicing op
tometrists in the District, according to
the expert. He also stated that non
members would generally charge less for
glasses than would members.
15. Cf. FTC v, Standard Education Society,

302 U.S. 112, 58 S.Ct. 113, 82 L.Ed. 141
(1937) ; Niresk Industries v. FTC, 278
F.2d 337 (7th Cir. 1960); Guides
Against Deceptive rricing, 16 C.F.R. §
232 (1970). On the basis of the Com
mission's calculations, NYJC's eyeglass
prices averaged 202 percent of the trade
area prices.

~

16. The expert witJiiess had testified to
prices, which did not include eye exam
inations.
The' .Commission subtracted
$5.00 from X~JC•~ price-the actual cost
of an eye· exnmlnatio~ to NYJC-before
comparing it,dll ri the'. prevailing ';price.
XYJC claimsj 1,,~,t tre proper adjust
ment would have !I been to increase the
prevailing pride 'bl $15.00, the amount a
customer would usually pay for an exam
ination. Even ,;if, 'Ive were to accept this
contention, th~i~yipen~ would sho"° that
XYJC's prices forhhe :glasses in evidence
were from tlire~ ilto 72 percent higher
than the prev~i!lng prices.
. '
17. See Table 3H :iYJ9's Brief.

.,

18. Since the Heal:frig Examiner's dismissal
of the charge 1did ;1 not ~ rest on his I deter

I

mination of th~ 'c~edibility of witnesses,
nothing prevehl:~d ! the Commission from
inspecting the I evidence and drawing its
own conclusions. See Universal Camera
Corp. v. NLRB, 340 U.S. 474, 71 S.Ct.
456, 95 L.Ed. 1456' (1951).
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NYJC's contract forms, its own internal Commission's finding that the represen
records, and the "customer cards" it tations were misleading because of the
store's "greatly excessive prices" is ade
handed to credit clients.
We think the record amply supports quately supported.
the Commission's finding that NYJC's
1. Rigorous Collection Policy-The
credit practices were deceptive. The of . Commission found that NYJC's collec
fer of credit without disclosure of the tion policies were rigorous indeed, and
charges therefor in an understandable therefore its representation of easy cred
fashion is, of course, like1y to prevent it was misleading. The record supports
the custome_r from learning about the this finding. 23
cost of credit. This is particularly true
We have no doubt that the Commis
for NYJC's customers, many of whom sion was within its discretion in inter
both lack the sophistication to make the preting "easy credit" to refer not only
complex calculation of credit costs for to easy availability but also to easy
themselves, and must depend to a large terms and leniency with respect to re
extent on credit for their purchases.19 payment and collection.24 The Commis
D. False Representation of "Easy sion noted the oppressive effect of wage
Credit": NYJC's. advertising was per garnishments on persons who, like many
meated with references to "easy cred of NYJC's customers, have low paying
it." 20 The complaint charged that the jobs, and found that NYJC regularly
credit was not easy for two reasons: garnished its customers' wages.211 In
first because NYJC sought "often with one year, for example, it sued some 1600
success, to obtain garnishments against customers-about one out of every three.
[customer's] wages," after having ex Firms with many more customers than
tended credit "without determining [the NYJC used the garnishment 'process
customer's] credit rating or financial much less often. 26 NYJC, which pos
ability to meet payments;" 21 and sec sessed all the relevant facts, offered
ond because NYJC sold goods "at un nothing to negate the Commission's
conscionably high prices that greatly ex finding that it pursued a rigorous collec
ceeded the prices charged for like or tion program, and, indeed, in this court
similar merchandise by other retail did not challenge the Commission's opin
establishments." 22 We hold that the ion on this point.
record supports the Commission's find
[5] NYJC does claim, however, that
ing that NYJC's representations of easy
credit were misleading because of its the complaint did not fairly apprise it of
rigorous collection policy. Consequently, the charge that its easy credit represen
there is no need 'to decide whether the tations might be found misleading on
19. See Appendix A to Commission Opinion

(pl'.ofiles of NYJC's customers).
20. One of NYJC's radio advertisements, for

example, ended as follows (capitalization
in the original copy) :
Now a message from that GRAND
GENTLElIAN :\IR. TASH, THE
MANAGER OF NEW YORK JEW
ELRY .CO. * * •, "I'll help you en
joy the GOOD THINGS OF LIFE.
I'll give you ee-asy CREDIT TERMS."
21. Paragraph 8(1) of the Complaint.
22. Paragraph 7 (2) of the Complaint.

23. The Heuring Examiner made no find

ing on this charge.

24. See Commission Opinion at 33, 42-43.

In some contracts, NYJC was empowered
to declare the entire amount due and
payable on any default in payment, to
take immediate possession without de
mand or notice (even entering the pur
chaser's property for that purpose), and
to have the customer pay collection agency
and attorney's fees.
25. See id. at 41.

Apparently NYJC ex
tended credit to any person who had a
job, and whose wages were not being gar
nished. Expert testimony confirmed that
this was not the usual practice.

26. See id.
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the basis of its collection policy.27 Al was its finding that NYJC charged
though the complaint is qardly a model "greatly excessive prices." 30 We need
of clarity, we think that fair reading not decide whether this finding is ade
provides sufficient notice,28 It is clear quately supported, however, for, even if
that the main charge is misrepresenta it is not, we have no "substantial doubt
tion by use of the term ."easy credit," [that] the administrative agency would
not, as NYJC has urged throughout the have made the same ultimate finding [i.
course of proce~dings, ~nconscionably e., that NYJC's representations of "easy
high prices per .se. High prices were credit" were misleading] with the erro
but one of the two independent grounds neous findings or inferences out of the
said to make the. representation decep picture." 31 In this case it is clear from
tive. The other was NYJC's collection the structure of the Commission's
policies. Moreover, NYJC has claimed opinion 32 and the reasons it gave in sup
no prejudice from the alleged vagueness port of its order 33 that NYJC's represen
of the complaint.29 . It has pointed to no tations of "easy credit" were considered
evidence it might have introduced if it misleading on two separate grounds, to
had been given clearer . notice of the wit, the, store's rigorous collection prac
charge. And by the time of the hearing tices and its greatly excessive prices.
it must have known that its collection
. II. The Order
policies were under attack, for it agreed
to a stipulation about the number of
NYJC attacks only two parts of the
garnishments it, and other stores, filed Commission's order-one paragraph
each year.
which orders it to disclose certain credit
2. Greatly Excessive Prices-The information, and one paragraph which
other ground for the pommission's ulti forbids it to advertise discount prices
mate conclusion that NYJC's representa without having taken a survey of com
tions of "easy credit" were misleading parative prices.34

a

(1964) ; cf.
Rodale Press Inc. v. FTC, 182 U.S.App.
D.C. 317, 407 F.2d 1252 (1968).

27. See 5 U.S.C. § 554(b)

See the portions of the complaint quoted
at the beginning of section I (D). Of.
Federated Nat'l Wholesalers Serv. v.
FTC, 398 F.2d 253, 258 (2d Cir. 1968);
Armand Co. v. FTC, 84 F.2d 973, 974975 (2d Cir.), cert. denied, 299 U.S. 597,
57 S.Ct. 189, 81 L.Ed. 440 (1936).

28.

29. See J. B. Williams Co. v. FTC, 381

F.2d 884, 888 (6th Cir. 1967).
30. The Commission apparently developed·

two theories to explain why high prices
made a representation of "easy credit"
misleading. One theory seems to be that
"easy credit" represented to the customer
that NYJC's cash price for its merchan
dise was "not substantially . higher than
prices generally prevailing in the trade
area for the product." · Commi~sion Opin
ion at 33. Evidence of NYJC's high
prices, then, was said to show the falsity
of NYJC's representation. The other
theory is that while "easy credit" rep
resented that "the charge imposed for
credit will be reasonable," NYJC hid a
credit charge in its high prices so that
"in fact the credit might be costing [the
437 F.2d--45½

customer] dearly." Id. at 32; cf. FTC
Economic Report, supra note 1, at 18-20.
These theories were mixed together in
such a way that it is not clear which one
is the basis of the Commission's condusion
that NYJC's high prices made its rep
resentations of "easy credit" misleading.
31. NLRB v. R!!ed & Price J\Ifg. Co., 205

F.2d 131, 139 (1st Cir.), cert. denied, 346
U.S. 887, 74 S.Ct. 139, 98 L.Ed. 391
(1953) ; cf. Massachusetts Trustees of
Eastern Gas and Fuel Associates v. Unit
ed States. 377 U.S. 235, 84 S.Ct. 1236,
12 L.Ed.2d 268 (1964). See generally
Braniff Airways, Inc. v. CAB, 126 U.S.
App.D.C. 399, 379 F.2d 453 (1967).
32. See Commission Opinion at 4o-44.
33. Id. at 47-48.

34. NYJC also claims that the Commission
was too vague in ordering it to cease and
desist from representing that its "terms
of credit are lenient, including but not
limited to representations that· respondent
offers 'easy credit'. * * · * " (Emphasis
added.) In the context of this case, we
think the word "lenient" describes pre
cisely the deceptive practice the Commis
sion has barred, see part I (D) (1),
supra. See Giant Foods Inc. v. FTC,
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[6, 7] A.
Disclosure of Credit
Terms: To combat NYJC's failure to
reveal its credit terms (see part I
(C) ), the Commission ordered it to dis
close, both orally and in writing, a vari
ety of factors relating to credit charges
in its installment contracts. 35 NYJC
argues that the enactment of the new
Truth in Lending Act 36 shows that the
Commission had theretofore lacked the
power to order affirmative disclosures
of credit information.37 The argument
is without merit. The Act establishes
minimum standards of disclosure which
the Commission may enforce without
proving unfairness and deception on a
case by case basis. It was not intended
to cure a previous deficiency in Commis
sion power to deal with individual cases,
and to shape its remedies to the facts of
these cases.ss
116 U.S.App.D.C. 227, 237, 322 F.2d 977,
987 (1967) ("usual and customary" up
held against attack as too vague).
35. The order requires XYJC to disclose the
following information before a customer
obligates himself to make a credit pur
chase: (a) the cash price; (b) the
amount of any down-payment or trade
in; (c) the net cash price; (d) all
other charges included in the amount of
credit extended, but not part of the fi
nance charge ; (g) the annual percentage
finance charge; (h) the total credit
price, and the due dates of payments;
(i) the consequences of late payments;
(j) the security interest retained by
NYJC.
NYJC is also required to disclose some
of this information if it advertises its
credit practices.

36. 15 U.S.C. §§ 1601 et seq.
1970).

(Supp. V,

37. NYJC also claims that the Commission
is without power to order affirmative dis
closure of credit information unless the
original representation was misleading.
It says its representations were not mis
leading, but at worst incomplete. But
we have long since passed the point where
the power of the Commission to reach
statements that are deceptive because they
contain less than the whole truth can be
doubted. E. g., Ward Laboratories, Inc.
v. FTC, 276 F.2d 952, 954 (2d Cir.), cert.
denied, 364 U.S. 827, 81 S.Ct. 65, 5
L.Ed.2d 55 (1960).

[8, 9] Equally
unpersuasive
is
NYJC's contention that the Truth in
Lending Act sets the bounds of an af
firmative disclosure order. NYJC has
pointed to nothing in the terms of the
Act or its legislative history which sup
ports this view. The sole question for
us is whether the remedy chosen by the
Commission bears a reasonable relation
ship to the violations uncovered. 39
Viewed in this light, NYJC's attacks on
the disclosure order are unavailing.
The Commission's demand that NYJC
disclose credit terms in all transactions,
for example, is reasonably related to its
finding that many of NYJC's sales in
volved a small dollar credit charge, but a
high percentage rate, and that credit in
formation is crucial to NYJC's low-in
come customers. Thus the fact that the
Truth in Lending Act exempts sales in
volving minimal dollar charges 40 is not
38. See Hearings Before A Subcommittee

of the Senate Committee on Banking and
Currency on S. 1740, 87th Cong., 2d Sess.
154, 158 (testimony of Commissioner
Dixon). See also, as examples of the
Commission's prior dealings with credit
transactions, General Motors Corp., 30
F.T.C. 34 (1939), aff'd, 114 F.2d 23
(2d Cir. 1940) ; World Wide Television
Corp., ,r 17,087 CCH Trade Reg.Rptr.
(1963-65 Transfer Binder), aff'd, 352
F.2d 303 (3d Cir. 1965) (per curiam).
39. E. g., Jacob Siegel Co. v. FTC, 327

U.S. 608, 66 S.Ct. 758, 90 L.Ed. 888
(1946) ; Consumers Products of America,
Inc. v. FTC, 400 F.2d 930 (3d Cir.
1968), cert. denied, 393 U.S. 374, 89
S.Ct. 575, .21 L.Ed.2d 607 (1969).
This same test applies, of course, to
those parts of the order which duplicate
the requirements of the Truth in Lending
Act. For example, both the order, see
note 35 supra, and Regulation Z inter
preting the Truth in Lending Act, see 12
C.F.R. § 226.8(b) (3) (1970), require
NYJC to disclose the total price includ
ing credit charges, and the number and
due dates of payments, and the amount
of each payment. Since this part of the
CQmmission's order is reasonably relat
ed to its findings, see part I (C), supra,
we enforce it.
40. 15 U.S.C. § 1638(a) (7) (Supp.

1970).
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controlling. Similarly, the Commission's enter an order to ensure that this is not
order that NYJC disclose its credit repeated in the future, without having to
terms orally 41 is reasonably related to determine whether respondent's previous
the finding that many of NYJC's cus- conduct was due to inadvertence, bad
tomers are unsophisticated consumers faith, or a kind of inattention or negli
who would not benefit from written dis- gence involving some intermediate culpa
closure alone. That the Truth in Lend- bility. Where a businessman has wrought
ing Act has no such requirement does a wrong on the public, he may be held to a
not invalidate this portion of the order. reasonable business procedure that will
B. Advertising Discount Prices: The 'prevent repetition of that wrong, and in
Commission ordered NYJC to cease and view of his past record he will not be
desist from representing that it sells permitted to object that his own ap
"any article of merchandise" at a dis- proaches might also avoid this wrong in
count price (see part I (B) ), unless it the future, perhaps by happenstance and
first takes a "statistically significant perhaps only on occasion.
survey" which shows. that the prevailing
[12] NYJC has offered nothing ei
price is "substantially" above NYJC's. ther here 46 or before the Commission 47
The order apparently subjects NYJC to to support its assertion that the statisti
civil penalties 42 if it advertises discount cal survey requirement is unduly bur
prices without having taken the survey, densome. The requirement does not ap
even if the advertisement is true. 43
pear onerous on its face. Thus the or
der
must be enforced.
[ 10, 11] The Commission claims that
Enforced.
this r_emedy constitutes "reasonable ac
tion * -~ * calculated to preclude the
ROBB, Circuit Judge (concurring in
revival of the illegal practices." 44 We
agree. NYJC_ was shown to have taken part; dissenting in part):
little. account of the true level of prices in
I concur in all but Part IIB of the
the trade area. 45 We think the FTC may majority opinion. In my judgment the
41. XYJC also claims that in n Inter suit
for civil penalties it· will not be able •
to defend against a charge thnt it fniled
to disclose all credit information orally,
We are unconvinced by this hypothetical
fear. First. if it turns out to be a renl .
problem, the Commission ean be con
sulted before n penalty action. See 16
C.F.R. § 3.61(c) (1970); FTC v. Col
gate-Palmolive Co., 380 U.S. 374, 394,
85 S.Ct. 1035, 13 L.Ed.2d 904 (1965).
Second the Commission has the burtlen
of proof in a compliance action, see West
ern Radio Corp. v. FTC, 339 F.2d 937
(7th Cir. 1964). NYJC could show that
it had not violated the order by evidence·
of its continuing policy of oral disclosure,
and/or by bringing forward the salesmen
who had handled the complaining cus
tomers.
42. 15 U.S.C. § 45(l) (1964) ($5,000 per
violation).
43. Compare National Lend v. FTC, 352
U.S. 419, 77 S.Ct. 502, 1 L.Ed.2d. 438
(Ul57). reversing 227 F.2d 825, 844 (7th
Cir. 1955).
44. Xational Lend v. FTC, 352 l'.S. 419,
429, 77 S.Ct. 502, 509, 1 L.Ed.2d 438

(1957). See also Consumers Prod. of
America v. FTC, 400 F.2d 930, 934-935
(3d Cir. 1968) ; S & S Pharmaceutical
Co. v. FTC, 408 F.2d 487, 489 (5th Cir.
1969).
45. Cf, Guides Against Deceptive Pricing,
16 C.F.R. § 232.2(a) (requires an ml
vertiser to be "reasonably certain·• thnt
a substantial number of sales are made
at the price to which he compares his
own) ; id. § 233.3(e) ("A retailer com. peting in a local area has at least a
general knowledge of the prices being
charged in his area.").

46. XYJC did not seek relief under 15
U.S.C. § 45(c) (1964), which permits a
party to "npply to the court for leave
to adduce additional evidence" before the
Commission, if the evidence is material
and "there were reasonahle grounds for
the failure to adduce such evidence in the
proceeding before the Commission."
47. NYJC did not petition the Commission
to reopen the . proceedings to consider the
pl'f'RPnt claim. See 15 U.S.C. § 45(b)
(1964) ; 16 C.F.R. § 4.29(a), as amend
ed 16 C.F.R. U 3.71, 3.172(a) (1970).
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Commission exceeds its authority when
it requires NYJC to conduct a "statisti
cally significant survey" of relevant
prices in its trade area before advertis
ing a "discount price". This require
ment shifts to NYJC the burden of
proving its innocence; and as the ma
jority opinion concedes, might subject
NYJC to heavy civil penalties even if its
advertisement is true. I would affirm
after eliminating this part of the order.
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Western North Carolina Broadcasters,
Inc., Intervenor.
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Argued June 29, 1970.
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Proceeding to review Federal Com
munications Commission order granting
renewal of radio license, despite com
plaining party's objection to licensee's
moral fitness. The Court of Appeals,
McGowan, Circuit Judge, held that evi
dence supported finding that licensee's
encouragement of third person's applica
tion, which adversely affected complain
ing party's application, did not rise to
level of character defect necessitating
denial of renewal.
Affirmed.

1. Telecommunications ¢=425
Inquiry, in proceeding to review
FCC order granting renewal of radio li
cense despite challenge to licensee's mor
al fitness, was essentially to see whether

there was substantial evidence in record
to support path Commission took, and
court's function was not to say that
Commission must go one way r4ther
than another when both avenues are
open to it.
2. Telecommunications ¢=387
Evidence in proceeding for renewal
of ·radio license, wherein applicant for
competitive new authority raised ques
tion of licensee's moral fitness, support
ed finding that licensee's encouragement
of third person's alleged "strike" appli
cation, which adversely affected com
plaining party's application, did not rise
to level of character defect necessitating
denial of renewal. Communications Act
of 1934, § 303(l), 47 U.S.C.A. § 303(l).
3. Telecommunications ¢=387
FCC order granting renewal of ra
dio license, despite claim that licensee's
encouragement of third person's license
application, which was detrimental to
complaining party's pending competitive
application, was not subject to legal
objection that it rested only on finding
of lack of instigation of third person's
application without reference to licen
see's alleged further participation in
third person's proceeding, where FCC
did consider such participation and de
termined that it was minor. Communi
cations Act of 1934, § 303(l), 47 U.S.C.
A.§ 303(l).
4. Telecommunications ¢=383
FCC's utilization of rule making for
more precise articulation of purposes of
policy, with respect .to licensee's moral
fitness, and ways in which policy will be
held to be transgressed would appear to
be in interest of fair and effective ad
ministrative regulation.
Communica
tions Act of 1934, § 303(l), 47 U.S.C.A.
§ 303(l).
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D.C., for appellant. Messrs. Keith E.
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appellant.

